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In the study of the congestion processes, when 
the imput process can be considered other than 
Poisson type, the calculation of both, call and 
time congestions Probability are too difficult 
to calculate and even more to estimate them for 
practical purposses. 

To avoid this strong restriction, as is well -
Known, several sophisticated e1ucidations and -
techniques of calculation has been carried out 
from C. Palm (1.943) and perhaps the more acceE 
ted would be that of the imbebded Markov Chains. 

This work deal with the possibility to use the 
microprocessor to find a distribution fuction of 
the Congestion Process in time of assume one -
theoretical distribution specified by parameters 
like mean, standard deviation etc. That is, we 
look for the m-extremes based on the great possi 
bi1ities of the micr~processor to study every -
transition points of both arrival process and -
congestion process, in a similar way to those -
employed in the imbebded Markov chains. 

1. METODOLOGY APPLIEO IN THE WORK AND IN THE EX 
POSITION -

1Q. How the problem appears in the daily task of 
the Operation Area and utilization of the -
Extreme Value Theory or Ordered Statistics 
to prove, up to which point, for short time 
intervals, the arrival process to a set of 
devices could be considered as a random ~ 
newa1 type. 

2 Q. Use of the properties of GI/M/R System to com 
pute and c1asify the number of events (peg)
by comparing the state of the Systems in con 
secutive scannings. This Philosophy of Compu 
tat ion means a great simplification in the -
hardware of the measurement equipment, a 10 
wer cost device and provides a great accurS 
cy in the collected data. -

3Q• Presentation of the final results, comparing 
them with those of the classical measurement 
methods and the interpretation of the obser 
ved diferences showing the advantages of ~ 
the proposed prodecure. 

2. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Among the aspects and parameter that can be 
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considered in the study of Stochastic Processes, 
from a practical vie~oint, without doubt, the 
most frequently used is the Congestion concept. 
To confirm this affirmation it is only necessa
ry to remember the definition of G.O.S. 

Accordingly, the "goodness" of many models is ex 
pressed in terms of its accuracy to estimate the 
Probability of Congestion. 

Nevertheless, it is not easy to get an agrement 
about the degree of goodness required or, in -
other words, it is very difficult to find a re
ference value to judge, by comparison, if the -
precission of the estimation of the G.O.S. is -
adecuate or not. 

My personal interpretation of this circunstance, 
looking from the perspective of the Operation -
Area of a Telephone Administration is briefly ex 
posed bellow: -

Among the Teletraphic topics that affect more -
directly the nature of the problems in the Ope
rations Area stand out the subjeCts of: Traffic 
Measurement, Forecasting, Planing, Dimensioning 
and Traffic Administration. 

The information flow between them can be synth~ 
sized as follows (fig. nQ 1). 

In Forcasting, planing and even in Dimensioning, 
the input data to the models -resulting from the 
proyection of the traffic measurements, or esti 
mated by indirect means- will certainly have a
lack of precission grade that,if we leave aside 
the philosophical considerations, it would make 
it paradoxical to look for an elaborate formula 
for the Congestion Function, because the input 
parameter imprecission, in the congestion formu 
la, would void the eventual theoretical rigor = 
of the mathematical expression. 

In this sense, we could say that the better known 
classical formulas, as ERLANG'S loss or 'waiting 
models, have enough accuracy and in addition they 
are an abreviated way of expressing equipment -
needs. 

However,in traffic administration, considering 
this subject as a feedback of the above mentioned 
topics, the decisions are far more critical, -
firstly because th~affect directly the G.O.S., 
and secondly because an incurate estimation or 
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FIG 1. FLOW CHART OF MAIN TELETRAFFIC TOPICS IN THE OPERATION AREA OF 

A TELEPHONE ADMINISTRATION 

definition of the G.D.S. could cause making de
cissions innecessarily expensive. 

3. EVALUATION OF THE ABOVE CONSIDERATIONS AS VIE 
WED FROM THE ACTUAL STATE OF THE ART IN THE -
TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT FIELD 

From the viewpoint of the Traffic measurement it 
can be said that, with the modern large measu~ 
ment System, in which the periodic scaning meth 
od is exclusivelly used, it must not have errors 
to taking in account for most of the practical 
applications when values as Traffic volume, Tra 
ffic intensity, M.H.T. are provided; in such a
way that, the best thing to do,is to get the sho! 
ter period between succesive traffic data to ma 
ke the Forecast and Planning periods as short : 
as convenient and also to have th~ most recent 
values for the Dimensioning parameters. 

Nevertheless, in Traffic Administration, consi
dered this matler as a feed-back for the just -
above mentioned topics on one side, and on the 
other, like one of the more appropiate tools to 
know up to which point the commitment to the -
subscribers is fulfilled, it is not enought with 
the knowledgement of this kind of parameters; it 
is necessary that the used parameters give an es 
timation as accurate as possible for the G.O.S.
and if possible for the Quality of Service. 

In other wards, when a determined cuantity of swi 
tching equipments is in service: How can be gua 
ranteed, in the more precisse and economical -= 
form, that the G.O.S. offered to the subscribers 
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is within of the objetives? When the load of a -
group is near of the theoretical limit, how can 
be really detected if the problem is either of -
G.D.S. or Quality of Service? What can be said 
about the G.D.S. when the load variation are lar 
ge enough to doubt the likelihood of the hypothe 
sis of the arrival process being stationary? -

This and similar questions are considered in this 
work and a practical solution is shown. 

4. HEURISTICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE PROBLEM 

In order to get an adecuate approach in the speci 
fication of Congestion process, when this seems -
to be other than Markov chain, a lot of works has 
been done since C. Palm (1.943) who tried to sol 
ve the problem using the Renewal Type Integral -
Equations.ItThe impetus for this is the need felt 
for more accurate computation of blocking proba
bilities •••• It [1] 

As far as the author knows, the results are obtai 
ned in so strong abstraction of the reality that:
sometimes, the practical applications are very -
rear, and other times the complexity of the final 
formulas makes their applications too arduous. 

In the course of the works carried out in the Ope 
ration Area, in the Traffic Administration and = 
in the traffic measurement fields,have been able 
to confirm that in most cases the situation could 
be represented as shown by the table below when 
a small exchange or a overload situation was con 
cerned. 
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Where: 

NOS 
T[)AAS 
S. OCUP 

GROUP OF 7 REGISTERS 

NOS TOMAS S.OCUP 
=~= ======. ::=: :==: 

aa aeaeea 00192 
~H 000043 130472 
02 000151 306 0 
e3 000241 130756· 
04 0003113 00 776 
05 000239 f!HH66 
'36 008110 BealS 
C3Y 8eeee7 0efa40 

Table nQ 

... NQ of devices 

... Events (peg) ... 1.121 

... Holdin times in seconds 

As can be seeA in the following,theoretical Er
lang Loss (by using a well known formula) either 
loss or waiting models, gives values for the -
G.O.S. quite different of the empirical ones. 

Following the specification of the manufactu::-' 
rer the theoretical model for dimensioning would 

be Erlang Loss, and B (7; 3.13) = 2,5 ~ while -
the empirical time congestion probability is --
Q (7) ... 1,1 ojo. 

The persistency of situations like the just above, 
shown, brought me to the idea that it must no: 
be too difficult to see the reasson of this d~
fference. 

60, I thought that in a very high load level si 
tuation (high congestion probability), the err! 
val process was forced or constrained and,cons! 
quently ,the stationary character and the time-h2 
mogeneous hypothesis could be unlikely. 

Of course, the idea was not new. and, among the 
literature written on this subjet, it can be s! 
en similar ideas; so, W. Feller l2] to justifie 
the likelihbod : of the Markovian character of -
the input' process to a system, said: "The under. 
lying physical assumption is that the forces -
and influences governing the process re~cons
tant, so that the probability on any particular 
event is the same for all time intervals of dUr:! 
tion t, and is independent of the past developm
ent of the process". 

If the forces governing the process seems to be 
not constants due to the "positive feed-back" -
between the primitive sources (subscribers) and 
the system load, the process could not be Marc2 
vian. 

In view of the similarity, in some aspects . which 
I was analyzing,between Reliability Theory and 
Teletraffic, I decided to use Pyke' s Test [3 ] 
(very similar to that well known of Mann-Kendal) 
(4] and as can be seen in the following example, 
there wJs no reasson, l at lSast as far as the -
statistical tests could arrive) to reject the -
hypothesis of randomness and, if this is so, m2 
re difficult would be to find an unquestionable 
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method to discuss the Statistical Equilibrium ax! 
om. 

c:o 
c:o 
Iri 

I 

FIG,2 ARRIVAL "EPOCS ", SPACINS IN SEC, 

The figure sows the detected arraival"epochs"(in 
Feller sense of the ward apoch) to a subscriber's 
group of a small exchange in a very high overload 
situation. 

The mean value of the variable Y [5] is Y ... 213 
n n 

Y must be n 

N1 (n(~-l); \ 2n'+~~a..5n )~N1 (217.5;28) 

The value 213 fall within the interval (.t-! 0,160-) 

1\ {1 if O .*~ 0 .* 
Y'lt=i.~ Y~J where Y~d = L. d 

~-9(J 0 if O:W'< D·*' 
.. M " d (01 ' O2 , ••• On ) normalized spacings of a n-sam-

pIe from a exponential distribution; that is: 

o .. ... (n-i +1) ' A' 0 ~ 0i ... T - T i 1; T i is i-extre 
mi (from belowl oft a n-samp!e from a expo distri-
bution of rate 'A. 

It is convinient to say that this test is, from _ 
the viewpoint of the clasical Teletraffic theory, 
an easy form to prove if a process has the strong 
Markov property, that relate the Markov process _ 
with the ordered statistic (extreme values) coming 
from a exp. ~'W • 

It can be argued that, in spite of this test been 
considered like one of the most powerfull among _ 
the non-parametrical type [ 6], it can not detect 
some subtle violations as it can occur in Teletra 
ffic, but this can occur with either parametricaI 
or non-parametrical test, and' this is not an in-
convinient in this work due to the way we use it. 

The question is: If it is difficult to detect the 
non-Markovian character of the arrival process in 
short intervals, it would be not bad to take advan 
tage of the situation; and in this way,it was addeg 
to the possibility of the microprocessor to estima 
te the G.O.S.,the idea of make a good use of the -
property that Pr> 1 (~t) = 0 (.6t) (M), in counting 
the number of event (peg) by compearing sucessive 

(M) The equipment diesigned can avoid some eventual 
violations of this hypothesis. 
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states. 

Again, it can be argued that the whole arrival -
process along the normal measurement interval is 
not completely taken into account with tests li
ke above mentioned, but my answer to this questi 
on is that the overall process, during the compre . 
te measurement interval, can be considered as a -
sucession of random renewal processes of diferent 
rates and the system is studied by the device in 
each of them, and the information is stored in -
such a maner that the whole process along the -
T.C.B.H. is considered as a GI/M/R,in which are 
studied, based on the possibilities of the micro 
processor, both, the ergodic Markov chain defined 
by the arrival process,Zr and the congestion pro 
cess,Z(t). -

The whole process can be studied as long as it is 
needed from a practical viewpoint, due to the fact 
that the limit to specify the state of the sistem 
in each characteristic point is imposed by the noi 
se on the relay's contacts, in such a way that if
the system is really a GI/M/R, both the regenera
tion points and "death points" ar detected and ana 
lyzed. 

5. PHILOSOPHY OF THE MEASURE~NT PROCEDLAE AND DE 
RIVED ADVANTAGES -

We deal with the possibility to obtain,beside the 
tipical values provided by the conventional equie 
ment (number of events -peg- and elementary in
terval of holding time -usage-) another more cha 
rasteristic values to define and control the sy! 
tem. 

By comparing sucessives states of the system, the 
measuring of classical pegs are obtained,and by 
accumulation of the elementary holding intervals 
in registers associated to each state,the classi
cal measurement of traffic intensity are obtained. 
Besides, enough information to determine the pro
bability distribution P

j 
of the arrival process 

Zr is obtained and also the stationary distribut! 
on .of the Congestion Process Q(j) considered as 

Q (j ) = I j m + l:r [ Z ( t ) = j] d t 
T~oo 

o . The nomenclature used is from S~sky in such a 
way that: 

th 
Zr = Z ( tr - 0) where tr is the epoch of the r a-

rrival 

p- = Call Congestion 
R-

In the same way, it can be seen that: 

Q(R) = Time Congestion 

The data tables supplied by the equipment are in 
the fom: 
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Ktni_1 K
2
Q(i) 

0 ' Q(O) 

K,n
O 

K
2
Q(I) 

- ... 

K,n j _1 
KP(j) 

1 n; 1 1 
K - -- ' p = ~ . where K =--
1- ~ni .J i-1 '2.nj" 2 T 

nj = arrived calls in state i 
T measurement interval in seconds 

Table n° 2. 

From this basic data it is quite easy to obtain 
E [Z ( t )] or traffic carried, and any moment 

R 
ay = L i V Q( i) of the stationary distribution func 

j=1 tion of the Congestion Process. -

For obvions reasons, the equipment has been desia 
ned to calculate automatically the mean and stan
dard deviation. 

Besides the logical advantages of computing the -
number of peg by comparing sucesives states from 
the viewpoint of Teletraffic, in other aspects are 
also reasons to do that, because the quick veloci 
ty of com~arison (scanning interval), in the or-= 
der of 100 times in the normal measurement period 
and the number of changesof states to detect (app. 
2.000-2.500 maximum per each 1.000 subscriber gro 
up in the point of highest concentration in the = 
conventional switching equipment) is that in most 
scanning cycles there is no change of state to de 
tect; so, the m!groproce'ssor, which basic work ~ 
te is around~' of the measurement period, can 
do some other work to increase the accuracy of the 
results. 

Among the cheks is the cllscri.minat;iDn between actual 
signal and noise; by using nois filtering algorit 
hm, simplifying the interfaces(to the exchange) = 
hardware ., sel f test function, etc. 

The data presented below have been obtained with 
a prototype unit which blocq diagram is shown .on. 
. the fig. nQ 3 • 

The system software is built in a modular way as 
shown in the following figure (bottom of fig. 3), 
in which: 

Control Module 
Programmin Module 
Scanning Module 
Printing Module 
Final State 
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6. INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 

The result must be interpreted as follow: The de 
vice can be programmed to realize three different 
tasks, one of each can be selected in an automa
tic way. 

Task 1.- TCBH calculation: As this is a well kno
vn subject and available in other equipments we 
will not cover it in this paper. 

Task 2.- Simultaneous measurement of events and 
traffic during TCBH: This has been the main goal 
for the development of this equipment, and will 
be explanied in greater detail. Also has been in 
corporated in this choice the possibility to stu 
dy up to 32 measuring points (either of one or = 
more groups) individually (ICUP) in orther to mea 
sure G.O.S. under some tail~re conditions. -

Task 3.- ICUP:(~dividual £ircuit ~sage and ~eg}. 
This task has been developed for maintenance pur 
poses and, as in task 1 case, will be not cover-
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in this paper. Only indicate that in this choice 
an ICUP report, for every mea~uring points, is 
printed out and circunstances like killer trunk 
(K), retained device (R), etc. are stood out. 

In relation with the task 2, three data set are 
shown: 

1st : Set of data.- HEADER: To identifye the mea
surement conditions. (See translation on the re
port table nO 3). 

DATE 
: :ORA (1I N 
---- ==-:= 

19 3 4 00 

GROLP OF DEFICES 
GRUPOS DE ORG~NOS 

START END 
GRUPO CO tIE 20 ~lN 

01 64 70 =:::= 
SAMPLE 00 
(SCAN.) TASK. 01 

VALID MUEST OP[R 02 

9 5 2 

MEASURING INTERVAL 
INT£RVL. E~PLORAC!ON 

r" C8tH niZO F I 

04 
65 

SEN[£RS 
TOt1AS 

000000 
000 i6~3 
001.3112 
000024 
000005 

S~OCUF' 

t.H 736 
01 .335 
00404 
11 ·H}€> 4 
133011 
00(H36 

19-37-00 19-42-00 

Table nO 3 Table nO 4 

2nd : Set of data.- Traffic Parameters. If we ma
ke reference to table nO 1, as can be said: 

/'... 
a) The empirical time congestion probability~[TJz 
= Q(?) '" 1,1 ojo. 

b) E[Z( t)] - Mean Carried Traffic by the group is 
estimated (measured as 

~ i Q(i) m 3,1 Erlangs ~ 
c) Empirical Call Congestion Probability Pr [cel o!! · 
ly can be really measu~f it is cera like tn 
the group of sender Pr L cJ .:= P 4 - 0 (See table 
nQ 4). 

But in some cases, like in the register group, it 
can be estimated aproximataly by 

/'... 
Pr[CeJ- Number of offered calls during the ti

me congestion/Total number of calls 
. A 

IV 3.1 (40/9 .92) ~ 109°1 "V [J rv 
1121 + 3.1·(40/9 .92) - . ° - Pr Te - Ps 

d) In table nQ 5 (a group of 20 Intertall Trunck) 
in can be seen that offered Traffic intensity is 
9,5 E. and Q(1S) c Q(19) - Q(20) D 0 while the -
respectives Erlang Losses are in the order of --
5 ojoc, 2,3 ojoQ and 1,1 ojoD 
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Q(1?) = 35/3.600 C!:9,? ~owhile B(1?, 9,5)~8,9~ 
(It can be seen that in normal load conditions -
the theoretical estimations are better). 

As mentioned before in task number 2 we have in
corporated the posibility of measuring up to 32 
input points belonging to one or more groups. 

This option allows, when measuring critical load 
groups, to indicate, by one side, the proper wor 
king (or not) of the individual organs within -
the group and, by the other, the great differen 
ce between the theoretical G.O.S. and the empi= 
rical G.O.S. when failure condition appears. 

In the example shown (see tables hQ 6) as three 
registers (connected to ICUP points 22, 24 Y 25) 
were purposelly busied, the interpretation of the 
G.O.S. as Q(?), which would correspond to a 
E1(?; 5,03) if the ICUP information was not ava! 
labie. It would be, in reality compeared to 
E 1 ( 4 ; 2, 03) • 

Q(?) = 23/300 = ?,6 ~ while B(?; 5,03) > 12 ojo (M), 
8(4; 2,03) > 9,5 ~. 

In a similar way we could detect failures marked 
as K (for killer), or L (for free) which permits 
the measurements of the G.O.S. under actual fai 
lure conditions. -

Similar results have been obtained in the measu 
rement carried out on a subscribers group to ~ 
prove the accuracy of Engset fitting. 

? ADVANTAGES OF THIS PROCEDURE FROM THE POINT OF 
VIEW OF THE TRAFFIC THEORY 

Apart from the advantages already mentioned, the 
re is another one from the point of view of the
Traffic Theory. -Is ' the ' following. In the cla
ssic literature,the G.O.S. is estimated assuming 
a theoretical distribution for the Congestion Pro 
cess, and estimating, by means of certain parame
ter that specify the distribution of the Process, 
the area of the tailor the probability of a par 
ticular value. Excepting rear ocasions (which -
do not precisely correspond to the Congestion -
Process) the fitting of the Theoretical to the 
empirical distributions is not accurate enough 
for most of the cases. 

The goodness of fitting is so critical due to -
F M(Xi ) (empirical distribution function), being 
n~ in Teletraffic, as large as desired is realy 
a distribution to which converge strongly the"
empirical distribution of eventual smaller num
ber samples; and,consequently,there is no rea-
son to look for a fitting using the theoretical 
distribution of a determined type. The inconveni 
ent to fit the tail of a dist. Funct. is avoided 
1n our measurement procedureobtainihg directly 
the value of the area of the tailor the estima-

(M) The sign;> because the mean traffic intensi
~are carried instead of offered traffic. 
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tion of the probability of a particular value of 
the process without assuming too complicated hy-
pothesis, about neither mean values nor extremes 
values. 

ENLACES 
NOS TOMAS S. OCUP NOS TOMAS S.OCUP __ 0- ::::=::::::: :: == =:::::::: === ==::::-;::::::..~ =. ~:.:;::=::.. 

ea €.l00000 0£1000 00 0 000\30 0600e 
01 00000 1 ea 0·0eg 0 1 0130 13(;)1 ~0000 

02 0131300 1- 00 1300 02 (300001 00000 
03 001300 1 0000 e 03 00el001 £10828 
04 f(HH3001 0000 0 04 JH308U3 80063 
05 00000 1 130003 135 00002B 00099 
06 ee~H304 e01 0S' 06 0e0035 00086-
~ 00a027 00163 07 000007 ee02'3 

08 13130045 13024 1 
0 9 00~06 0 06296 
10 000 1tJ? 3 00370 
11 000 0S1 1313347 
12 000122 00484 
13 00G15 1 00605 
14 000157 @0437 21 0 0002 6 001?e 

15 00011 7 0033c, R22 0 001301 00380 

16 608063 00175 23 '10002 :'" 06198 

17 @0001 5 C,3f-l€rt:5 R24 600001 0 300 

18 e oe 001 00CiJ0 J R25 -000001 003 (1 

19 000000 00Bee 26 000011 00084 

40 0'00000 @0000 27 0 000 6 01316:1 

Table nOS Tables n° 6 
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Q.l (J G. Kappel) 

A.l 

In tables 1, f and 5 the column labeled "S. OCUP" seems to 
indicate the number of seconds per hour in which N Servers 
(NOS) are busy, but what is the meanlng of the "TOMAS" 
column? If this is "Arrivals during the state N Busy," 
as it appears, then none of the illustrated cases seem to 
be in equilibrium. 

(L. F,. Nombela) 

"TOMAS": means number of events or peg but, as can be seen 
on Table No. 2 ni- are the number of arrival calls when 
there are i-I busy devices; and then (i-I) is the number of 
times the system goes from the state (i-I) to state i. This 
is the reason to put this table Ki ni-l at the same level 
than Q (i) and i . 


